Multiple Choice questions Student Generated Spring 08

Directions Circle the best answer, then put the letter of that choice in the blank

1. Budget your time when taking tests to
   a. get it done as soon as possible
   b. get the most points possible
   c. help you budgeting skills
   d. insure that hard questions are answered first

2. Probably the most common mistake that students make on test is
   a. not answering all questions
   b. no rushing to get it done
   c. not following directions
   d. not breathing and relaxing

3. In multiple choice test, the incorrect answers are called
   a. distracters
   b. contractors
   c. conjunctions
   d. run on’s

4. Strategies for fill-ins include
   a. Read the question to yourself.
   b. Make sure your choice would be logical
   c. Remember that you make write more than one word.
   d. All of the above

Which of the following is an absolute?

5. a. none
   b. all
   c. never
   d. all of the above

Which is not a general qualifier?

6. a. most
   b. usually
   c. best
   d. sometime

7. What should you do first on a multiple choice question?
   a. Choose c
   b. Use educated guess
   c. Read all possible responses
   d. Don’t do anything. Who needs choices?

On a multiple choice test what are some indicators that the
8.  choice is wrong?
   a. unfamiliar term
   b. jokes or insults
   c. highest or lowest numbers (except math)
   d. all of the above

9.  On a true/false question when should you choose true?
   a. Unless you know it’s false
   b. If only part of the statement is false
   c. If there is a double negative in the statement
   d. If it gives you a reason

10. For fill-in questions
    a. make sure your answer fits logically and grammatically
    b. skip it
    c. remember to use only one word
    d. ask your neighbor

11. Strategies for matching question include
    a. preview all the possibilities
    b. answer what you know first
    c. cross out options as you use them
    d. all of the above

12. Answer the easy questions
    a. first
    b. last
    c. never
    d. all of the above

13. Which is not a absolute qualifier?
    a. all
    b. always
    c. not
    d. every

14. Which is not a general qualifier?
    a. generally
    b. probably
    c. most
    d. invariably

15. Which is a negative?
    a. most
    b. seldom
    c. only
    d. not
16. All, always, only, never, and none are called
   a. negative qualifiers
   b. negatives
   c. absolute qualifiers
   d. all of the above

17. Some, seldom, few, many, and most are called
   a. positive qualifiers
   b. positive indicators
   c. general qualifiers
   d. all of the above

18. Which options tend to be incorrect
   a. options with absolutes
   b. options with unfamiliar terms
   c. options that are jokes
   d. all of the above

19. Which helps you focus on what the statement says.
   a. using a telescope
   b. circling negatives
   c. reading it backwards
   d. none of the above

20. Options that read all of the above are usually
   a. the correct choice
   b. the incorrect choice
   c. the correct choice especially if you know 2 options are correct
   d. all of the above

21. The more complete or inclusive options are usually
   a. the correct choice
   b. the incorrect choice-too easy to slip in wrong information
   c. too much trouble to read
   d. all of the above

22. Questions with absolutes usually
   a. are correct
   b. are incorrect
   c. contain negatives
   d. are confusing

23. The most commonly used negative is
   a. never
   b. not
   c. none
   d. nothing
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